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Transition from GCSE to A Level 
 
Moving from GCSE to A Level can be a daunting step. You’ll be expected to remember a lot more 
facts, learn new maths skills and develop your confidence in applying what you know to unfamiliar 
situations. 
 
This pack aims to help you prepare for the start of your OCR A Level Biology course by: 

 Providing an opportunity to prepare for your first topics 

 Practising some of the maths skills you’ll need 
 
You will hand it on sign up day in September. 
 

Preparing your first topics 
 
Your first two topics are part of Module 2: Foundations in biology. 
2.1 Cell structure 
2.2 Biological molecules 
 

Preparing for 2.1 Cell structure 
 
Using your knowledge from GCSE Biology you will need to create a mind map which includes: 

□ Definition of prokaryotes and eukaryotes, including what features they all have in common 
□ Labelled diagrams of a plant cell, animal cell and bacterial cells, including a description of the 

functions of the organelles and the differences between them 
□ The different types of microscopes and the advantages and disadvantages of their use 
□ Rules for drawing a biological diagram 
□ The equation for calculating magnification 

 
To jump start your study of cells for A-Level, include the answer to the following questions to your 
mind map:  

1. Other than the organelles studied in GCSE, what other structures do animal and plant cells 
have? What are their functions? 

2. Where did mitochondria and chloroplast come from? 
 

Preparing for 2.2 Biological molecules 
 
Using your knowledge from GCSE Biology and Chemistry you will need to create a mind map which 
includes: 

□ The components of a balanced diet and why we need them 
□ What small molecules carbohydrates, proteins and fats are made up of, as well as what 

elements are found in them 
□ What a covalent bond is and how can it be represented 
□ What animals and plants convert glucose into to store it 
□ What a polymer is, including how DNA is an example of a polymer 

 
To jump start your study of biological molecules for A-Level, include the answer to the following 
questions to your mind map:  

1. What happens in condensation, hydrolysis and polymerisation reactions? 
2. What are the different types of bonds called that hold the monomers of carbohydrates, 

proteins and fats together? 
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Maths skills 
 
Magnification (recap from GCSE) 
 

1. Calculate the magnification of the virtual image produced by the following combinations of 
lenses:  

a. objective ×10 and eyepiece ×12  
b. objective ×40 and eyepiece ×15 

 
2. Calculate the magnification factor of a mitochondrion that is 1.5 µm long 

 
 

3. Use the magnification factor to determine the actual size of a bacterial cell 

 
 

Uncertainty (jump start on A-Level) 
 
Measuring uncertainties 
 
When you measure something, there will always be a small difference between the measured value 
and the true value. This may be because of the size of the scale divisions on your measuring 
equipment, or the difficulty of taking the measurement. This is called an uncertainty.  
 
To estimate the uncertainty of a measurement with an instrument with a marked scale such as a ruler, 
a good rule of thumb is to let the uncertainty be equal to half the smallest division on the scale being 
used. 
 

 
 
Using a ruler with a mm scale, the length of the leaf seems to be 74 mm. The smallest division is 1 
mm, so the uncertainty is 0.5 mm. The true length is therefore 74 mm +/− 0.5 mm. 
 
Practice questions: 
 

4. Give the uncertainty for the following pieces of equipment:  
a. large measuring cylinder with 2 cm3 divisions 
b. digital stopwatch timer measuring to the nearest hundredth of a second  
c. thermometer with 0.1 °C divisions 
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Calculating percentage uncertainties 
 
The uncertainty is the range of possible error either side of the true value due to the scale being used, 
so the value recorded for the measurement = closest estimate +/− uncertainty.  
 
The difference between the true value and the maximum or minimum value is called the absolute 
error.  
 
Once the absolute error has been established for a particular measurement, it is possible to express 
this as a percentage uncertainty or relative error. The calculation to use is:  
 

 
 
In the leaf example above, the absolute error is +/−0.5 mm.  

The relative error is therefore:  

0.5/74 × 100% = 0.7% 

 

Practice questions: 

 

5. Complete the table to show the missing values in the last two columns. 

 

 


